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Abstract
The Principle of Uniformity (the size of a physical quantity is given by its
locally measured value) is replaced by the Principle of Universality (the stan-
dard clock and measuring-rod for each observer directly measure identical
increments of physical distance throughout the universe). This causes dier-
ences in the \coordinate" properties of measuring devices to be interpreted
as dierences in their physical properties. In the resulting theory, called
Propagation-based General Relativity, the measured values for physical dis-
tances are transformed between observers by the Generalized Lorenz Trans-
formations x0 = a
q
(g0g−1) x
, making the measured speed of light a
function of one’s gravitational energy. Changes in an observer’s gravitational
energy modify his measuring devices by aecting the atomic structure of
matter. The deflection of light is predicted without using Huyghen’s Prin-
ciple. How the measured values of various physical quantities are aected
is described. The same result is obtained for the red-shift of light. The
De-Broglie wavelength is modied by gravitation:  = h[(g0g−1)00]
2=p. The
Schwarzschild solution is re-examined: The physical size of radial coordinate
2m is 0, a traveler must perceive himself to go an innite distance to reach
the radial coordinate of 2m, and gravitational self-potential energy reaches a
minimal value at the radial coordinate 3m. Therefore, black holes can not
exist in this theory; Gravitational collapse forms hyper-massive star-like ob-
jects (hyperstars) instead. It is speculated that quasars are hyperstars, and
that each galaxy forms from the matter ejected by a quasar/hyperstar which
becomes the galaxy’s central object.





In formulating his theories of Relativity, Albert Einstein maintained a fundamental New-
tonian assumption which this article refers to as the Principle of Uniformity: The absolute
size of a physical quantity is solely a function of its locally measured value. That Einstein
chose to adhere to this principle is easily illustrated by his wording of one of the fundamental
postulates of Relativity: All observers measure the same value for the speed of light (c) [1].
In the Special Theory of Relativity (SR), Einstein found that the measured value of a
quantity is aected by uniform motion, and took that to mean that the appearance of the
quantity had been modied while the quantity itself remains physically unaected [2]. In the
General Theory of Relativity (GR), it is found that clocks which are at rest with respect to
each other may not keep the same time even though they are of identical construction, and
that measuring-rods which are at rest with respect to each other may not measure the same
interval of \coordinate" space even though they are physically identical. Einstein interpreted
This as indicating that the physical properties of space-time are modied by gravitational
potential. This means that physical space and time cannot be measured directly, but instead
must be calculated with the aid of the metric tensor [3].
In maintaining the Principle of Uniformity, Einstein abandoned what had been another
fundamental assumption of Newtonian physics and SR which this article refers to as the
Principle of Universality: The standard measuring-rod and clock for a given observer di-
rectly measure identical increments of physical spatial and temporal distance throughout
the universe. This principle causes the just-noted eects of GR on measuring devices of
identical construction to indicate that those devices do not always measure the same inter-
val of physical space and time. This results in dierent observers assigning dierent values
to the same physical quantities (as described in xC and demonstrated in xD).
In this article, it is postulated that the Principle of Universality must be used to describe
physical quantities. As a result, we are forced to drop the Principle of Uniformity1 and
to take a new look at some very basic questions: How is physical distance measured by
accelerated observers? What does it mean for c to be constant? When the Principle of
Universality is used, new denitions must be adopted for both the constancy of c and
physical spatial distance (as described in xA). The use of these new denitions causes two
secondary postulates to be adopted: The rst is that the changes in the coordinate properties
of standard measuring devices describe changes in their physical characteristics brought on
by a change of gravitational energy (as described in x J). The second is that the De-Broglie
wavelength is aected by gravitation (as described in xN).
The adoption of these postulates results in a new GR being constructed which preserves
Einstein’s Field Equations (as noted in xC) but prohibits the existence of gravitational
black holes (as shown in xR). The resulting theory is both self-consistent and consistent
with existing observations and experiments (as shown in Appendix A 1), but at the same
1One could preserve both the Principle of Uniformity and the Principle of Universality by choosing
to abandon either Lorenz invariance or the Equivalence Principle. Both of these possibilities are,
on the basis of experimental evidence [4,5], deemed to be unacceptable.
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time is also capable of being experimentally veried or refuted (as detailed in Appendix
A 2).
FUNDAMENTALS
A. The Measurement of space and light-speed
How is physical spatial distance measured by accelerated observers? Under the Princi-
ple of Uniformity, physical distance is given by the number of measuring-rods of identical
construction which are needed to bridge the gap between two spatial positions. This is
referred to as the Measurement-by-Construction (MBC) Denition. On the other hand, the
Principle of Universality calls for physical lengths to be measured by using measuring-rods
of identical length which are at rest with respect to the observer, with a unit of length being
the length of a measuring-rod of given construction which is both at the observer’s position
and at rest with respect to him. This is referred to this as the Measurement-by-Length
(MBL) Denition.
An important eect of the MBL Denition is that it causes dierent observers to assign
dierent values to the same physical quantity. As shown by the Lenz-Schi Argument [6],
the size of a standard measuring-rod is decreased at lower potentials.2 As a result, two
observers at dierent potentials and at rest with respect to each other who are measuring
the same spatial separation (such as the distance between themselves) will assign dierent
values to it. Therefore, one must dierentiate between between a physical quantity [such as
the separation between observers (x) or the rate of propagation of light (c)] and the value
an observer measures it to have (such as the distance x or the speed c).
What does it mean for c to be constant? In its most fundamental form, this means
that light moves across a given physical space in a given physical time. Under the Principle
of Uniformity, this basic denition produces the statement that all observers always mea-
sure the same value for c. This is referred to as the Measurement-of-Light-speed-constant
(MLC) Denition. However, under the Principle of Universality, physical space and time are
quantities which may be assigned dierent values by dierent observers. Therefore dierent
observers (or the same observer at dierent times) may assign dierent values to c. This
leads to the following denition for the constancy of c: The propagation of light as directly
measured by a given observer is instantaneously the same throughout the universe. This is
referred to as the Propagation-of-Light-Constant (PLC) Denition.
As will be shown in xC, the variances in c are a function of the components of the metric
tensor of spacetime g . For unaccelerated observers, the special case g =  exists,
where  is the Minkowski tensor. Under these conditions, the PLC Denition does not
call for c to vary between observers, resulting in a GR theory using this denition producing
Einstein’s SR. On the other hand, in accelerated frames of reference the MLC Denition
and PLC Denition produce dramatically dierent results. This is because the coordinate
2The Lenz-Schi Argument has been refuted [7]. However, that refutation demonstrates that the
Lenz-Schi Argument is consistent with the Principle of Universality.
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properties of measuring devices combine in such a way that dierent observers may not agree
on the coordinate value of a given speed even if they are at rest with respect to each other.
Because of this, the MLC Denition predicts that the coordinate rate of propagation of light
will be diminished as the light descends into a gravitational eld. However, the Principle
of Uniformity turns the coordinate units into physical units. Therefore, the PLC Denition
causes c to increase as an observer’s gravitational energy decreases, as described in xC and
xE.
How does one create a self-consistent theory using these denitions? One way is to use
the Principle-of-Uniformity-based MBC and MLC Denitions. This is what Einstein did,
and the resulting theory is referred to in this article as Measurement-Based GR (MGR). In
this case, self-consistency is obtained because all observers agree on both the values of c and
the Newtonian gravitational potential  between any two spatial-temporal positions. On
the other hand, one could instead use of the Principle-of-Universality-based MBL and PLC
Denitions. In this case, self-consistency is obtained because the MBL Denition causes
 to vary between observers, and to do so in the same way as c2 varies between the same
observers under the PLC Denition as shown in xG. The resulting theory, which is the
subject of this article, is referred to as Propagation-Based General Relativity (PGR).
B. Quantities, Values, and Eects
As noted in xA, PGR requires us to dierentiate between a physical quantity and its
measured value. In this article, this is done symbolically by placing a star over a normal
symbol to represent a quantity (such as c), while using the normal symbol to represent its
measured value (such as c). This dierence is important since for two observers K and K 0
in an accelerated system both MGR and PGR agree that c0 = c. However, MGR also states
that c0 = c, while that is not true in PGR.
In most cases, the dierence between a quantity and its value is trivial. For a single
observer whose position in a stable accelerated system is not changing, or who is making
all of their measurements at a given instant in time, the measured value of a quantity is
a reasonable description of the quantity itself. Another example is E = mc2: There is no





In addition to new symbolism, new terminology is also introduced: In PGR, when two
observers obtain dierent values for the same quantity, that is called an observer-based eect,
since what has changed is the observer’s units of measure as opposed to the quantity being
measured.
On the other hand, consider the case of an observer with two identical atomic clocks
who sends one of them to another gravitational potential. After the transfer, the observer
will nd that the clock which was moved is no longer keeping the same time as that of the
clock which he kept. This is because in the process of being transfered, the quantity of time
which is a standard unit of time came to be dierent for the clock which was moved. This
is called an object-based eect, since it is caused by the object being measured being at a
dierent potential.
These considerations bring up the issue of measuring quantities in some absolute manner.
As shown in xH, this is best done by using the values as measured by a given observer.
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Ideally, this will be an observer distant from all sources of gravitational acceleration.
C. Eect on the metric tensor g
As has been noted, in the absence of accelerations PGR and MGR both become SR. Also,
the PLC Denition and the MBL Denition are not inconsistent with either the Equivalence
Principle or general covariance. Thus one may still create Lorenz-invariant tensor equations





where the stress-energy tensor T and the Ricci tensor R retain their usual meanings.
However, the Principle of Universality forces us to modify the interpretation of g .
To describe how g is interpreted in PGR, we begin with the value of the invariant
spacetime interval ds still being given by ds2 = gdxdx . However, under the Principle
of Universality, each observer must use the only the g values for themselves with dx and
dx being as measured from the same observer’s frame of reference. Furthermore, the metric
tensor is now the mechanism used to convert distances as measured in one frame of reference
into distances as measured in another frame of reference: If observer K in an accelerated
frame of reference measures distances of (x, y, z, t) or x, and observer K 0 in a related
accelerated frame of reference measures distances of (x0, y0, z0, t0) or x0, and where at t = 0
the origin of coordinates and the coordinate axes are coincident, then lengths as measured





where a is the Lorenz tensor, g0 is the mixed metric tensor for observer K
0, and (g−1)
is the inverse mixed metric tensor for observer K. This is referred to as the Generalized
Lorenz Transformations.
To understand how spacetime is aected by Eq. (1), we will use the special case of two
observers being at rest. In this case, a = 

, where  is the Kronecker delta, and only
the eects of
q
(g0g−1) need to be considered. For time, since g
0
 = 0 for  6= 0, the




This is the same result as obtained under MGR for proper time.3 On the other hand, Eq.








3For example, let us suppose that observer K is at radial distance r1 from the center of a massive
object and the observer K 0 is at radial distance r2 from the center of the same object. Then, using












 = 1;  =
1; 2; or 3. This is not normally the case. As a result, PGR and the Generalized Lorenz
Transformations predict that gravitational potential energy modies the measurement of
distance as well as the measurement of the passage of time.
Another special case that is worthy of consideration is what happens to Eq. (1) in the
absence of accelerations. In this case, (g0g−1) = 

 and the rule of transformation becomes
x0 = a x, which is what we expect.
As was mentioned in xA, the value of c is not the same for all observers in PGR. Using






;  = 1; 2; or 3 (4)
where c0 is c as measured by an observer distant from all sources of gravitational acceleration.





















is not normally the case. (A notable exception is SR, in which g = 
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The Principle of Uniformity imposes one other change on the metric tensor: The com-
ponents of g should be expressed using quantities instead of values. For example: In the
accelerated box, it will be shown that spatial-temporal distance is expressed by:
ds2 = (1 + 2g z=c2)dt2 − (1− 2g z=c2)(dx2 + dy2 + dz2)
where g is the quantity of gravitational acceleration in the box, z is a quantity of separation
parallel to the direction of acceleration in the box between the local observer and the origin of
the global accelerated coordinate system, and dx; dy; and dz are spatial-temporal distances
as measured by the local observer. Note that distance along the z axis is given in two dierent
ways: As a quantity in the g components, and as a locally measured distance in the x
components. This change will have signicant eects when the Schwarzschild solution is
re-examined in xO.
SPACETIME IN AN ACCELERATED BOX
D. The measurement of lengths in an accelerated box
As indicated above, the Lenz-Schi Argument demonstrates that measuring-rods (which
are at rest with respect to each other) are shorter at lower gravitational potentials. That this
increases the measurement of lengths is demonstrated by a thought experiment involving
the trigonometric measurement of distance.
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1. The trigonometric measurement of distance in SR
Why should trigonometric means be used measure lengths? Because the use of trigono-
metric measurement to determine distance is valid under SR, as will be shown in the next
paragraph. Since GR is fundamentally an extension of SR, it can be postulated that the same
techniques work under it, and under the Principle of Universality and its MBL Denition
that is indeed the case.
Suppose that the x axis is the direction of motion of a \moving" observer with respect
to a \rest" observer, and that the rest observer perceives an object at a distance of x which
covers an angle of . If one edge of the object is on the x-axis, then the light coming from
the opposite edge will be perceived to have a component of velocity perpendicular to the
x-axis of cyz = c for the rest observer and c0yz = c
0 for the moving observer with small
values for  and 0. Also, a component of velocity perpendicular to the direction of motion
Uy is transformed in SR for the moving observer to Wy = Uy[
q
1− V 2=c2=(1 − V Ux=c2)].
For the light coming from the edge of the distant object, Ux = −c, Uy = cyz, and Wy = c0yz.
Therefore c0yz = cyz[
q
1− V 2=c2=(1 + V=c)], and
0 = [
q
1− V 2=c2=(1 + V=c)]
Using x0 = D=0, where D is the actual diameter of the object, we nd that the object’s
distance in the moving frame of reference is x0 = x[(1+V=c)=
q
1− V 2=c2]. This agrees with
the Lorenz equations.
2. Inertial flight distances for light in the accelerated box
There are two observers in a box which is being accelerated along the z-axis with an
acceleration of g as measured by an inertial observer. The box has a height of h as measured
when it is in an inertial frame of reference. Observer T is located at the top of the box and
observer B is at the bottom of the box. Outside of the box, we also have observer O who is
at rest with respect to the origin of an inertial coordinate system and is observing the box
and the other two observers. At time t = 0, observer T is at z = 0, and the box is in the
same state of motion as that of observer O at that time.
At time t = 0, observer T sends a photon of light towards observer B. Observer O will
see the photon travel downward while the box picks up upward speed. During the time it
takes for the photon to go the length of the box t = h=c, the box will move upward by
d = gt2=2 = gh2=2c2. Therefore, the distance traveled by the photon being propagated
downward hd as seen by observer O is:
hd = h− d = h(1− gh=2c
2) (6)
This is not an exact solution to this problem4 since the movement of the box shortens the time
of flight for the photon as well as the distance traveled by it. However, for the case of v  c,
4The exact solution may be found in Appendix B.
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the dierence is a second-order eect, and it is being ignored in this thought experiment. This
approach has the advantage of allowing the use of the relationship (1+n)(1+m)  1+n+m,
where n;m  1, which greatly simplies the math of our thought experiment without
aecting its overall results.
Observer B now emits a photon towards observer T at t=0. In this case, the receiving
observer is accelerating away from where the photon was emitted as seen by observer O,
who will see the photon travel for a distance hu of:
hu = h+ d = h(1 + gh=2c
2) (7)
3. Trigonometric distances for accelerated observers
Observers T and B each examine a rod of known length at the other’s position oriented
perpendicular to the direction of acceleration, with each observer situated at the x; y coordi-
nate of one end of the other’s rod. To determine the distance to the other’s rod, its angular
size is measured. If the box was not in an accelerated state of motion, the light from the
far end of the other’s rod would have a component of velocity perpendicular to the z axis of
 = cl=h, where l is the length of the rod, and l  h. With the box being accelerated,  is
modied by two factors: the change in the length of the inertial flight path as demonstrated
above and the relativistic equations for the addition of non-collinear velocities.
For observer T, the light travels further, and to observer O it has a perpendicular com-
ponent of cl=hu as it travels from the end of of observer B’s rod to observer T. Also, when
observer T receives the photon, he is traveling upward at a rate of gh=c with respect to the
frame of reference observer B was in when the photon was emitted. Therefore, the observed
perpendicular component of the light T is given by relativistically adding a velocity with
an axial component of almost c and a perpendicular component of cl=hu to an axial speed
of −gh=c. The result is:
T = cl=[h(1 + gh=2c
2)(1− gh=c2)]  cl=[h(1− gh=2c2)] (8)
This means that the angular size of observer B’s rod is increased to 1=(1 − gh=2c2) of its
observed size in an unaccelerated box, and that the distance to the bottom of the box as
measured from the top hT is:
hT = h(1− gh=2c
2) (9)
For observer B, the light travels a shorter distance, and to observer O it has a perpendic-
ular component of cl=hd as it travels from the end of observer T’s rod to observer B. Also,
when observer B receives the photon, he is traveling upward at a rate of gh=c with respect
to the frame of reference observer T was in when the photon was emitted. But unlike the
case when observer T was receiving the photon, the direction of motion is now the opposite
of that of that of the photon. Therefore, the observed perpendicular component of the light
B is given by relativistically adding a velocity with an axial component of almost c and a
perpendicular component of cl=hd to an axial speed of gh=c. The result is:
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B = cl=[h(1− gh=2c
2)(1 + gh=c2)]  cl=[h(1 + gh=2c2)] (10)
This means that the angular size of observer T’s rod is decreased to 1=(1 + gh=2c2) of
its observed size in an unaccelerated box, and that the distance to the top of the box as
measured from the bottom hB is:
hB = h(1 + gh=2c
2) (11)
When we combine these eects, we obtain:
hB=hT = [h(1 + gh=2c
2)]=[h(1− gh=2c2)]  1 + gh=c2 (12)
So observer B measures observer T to be (1 + gh=c2) as far away as observer T measures
observer B to be.
E. The Measurement of c
In addition to the length eect shown in Eq. (12), it is known that that time tB as
measured by observer B is related to time tT as measured by observer T by [1]:
tB  tT (1− gh=c
2) (13)
We now bounce a beam of light back and forth between the observers. In addition to seeing
the light travel that path is less time than observer T does, Observer B also sees it travel
further than observer T does. Under the PLC Denition, this is a perfectly valid way of
measuring c. As a result, observer B will nd that his value for c (cB) is related to observer
T’s value for c (cT ) by:
cB = cT (1 + gh=c
2)=(1− gh=c2)  cT (1 + 2gh=c
2) (14)
This is consistent with Eq. (5), and can be represented in terms of gravitational potential
 (where  = gh inside the accelerated box) as:
cB = cT (1 + 2=c
2) (15)
It is worth noting that in MGR, the coordinate propagation of light at observer T’s
position as measured by observer B is given by Eq. (14). However, the thought experiment
which led to the formation of Eq. (14) involved the propagation of light between observers
T and B.
We are now brought back to a theme from xA: Both observers T and B are measuring
the same temporal interval with their dierent times for the duration of the light’s travel,
the same spatial interval with their dierent lengths for the light’s travel path, and the same
speed with their dierent values for c. What has changed is not the quantities themselves,
but the instruments which are used to measured them.
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F. Changes in the size of physical objects
Observer T takes a stick of length l that he measures to be one meter long, and sends it
down to observer B, who also determines that it is one meter long. In PGR, the observers
can measure its length by noting the time it takes for light to go from one end of the stick to
the other. When observer B has the stick and is measuring its length, he observes a traversal
time of t = l=cB = (l=cT )(1 − 2gh=c2). To observer T, that same time will be measured as
being (1 + gh=c2) longer, producing a result of t0 = (l=cT )(1− gh=c2). Therefore, the meter
stick is now measured by observer T to be:
l0 = l(1− gh=c2) (16)
meters long. Under the PLC Denition this indicates that the measuring-rod has physically
shrunk. A similar coordinate eect is also predicted by MGR using the MLC Denition
[8]. However, unlike the case in MGR [where the expected traversal time for light across
the standard measuring-rod at another potential is given by t0 = (l=cT )(1 + gh=c2)], PGR
predicts that this shrinkage can be directly measured, thereby providing a means of testing
PGR (as more fully described in Appendix A 2).
The physical shrinking of the measuring-rod changes our initial thought experiment
somewhat. We specied the length of the rod at the other end of the box, not its construction.
The unit measuring-rod being (1− gh=c2) as long cancels out the eect of its angular size
being (1 + gh=c2) as big as due to acceleration. Therefore the angular appearances of two
items of identical construction at either end of the box as seen from the other end are
identical. However, the item at the bottom is measured as being (1 − gh=c2) the size of
the item at the top by both observers. The result is once again that observer B measures
himself to be (1 + gh=c2) as far from observer T as observer T measures himself to be from
observer B.
G. The measurement of acceleration
Given the observer-based eects on lengths given in Eq. (12) and on time given in Eq.
(13), accelerations (including that of gravity inside the accelerated box) are subject to an
observer-based eect of:
gB = gT (1 + gh=c
2)=(1− gh=c2)2  gT (1 + 3gh=c
2) (17)
This nding ensures that all observers will agree on the magnitude of the GR eects
between any two spatial-temporal positions. To demonstrate this, the expression by which
measurements are aected in the accelerated box (gh=c2) is examined. This factor as deter-
mined by observer T is gThT =c2T and for observer B it is gBhB=c
2
B . The factor for observer
B when expressed in terms of the measurements made by observer T is:
gBhB=c
2
B = gT (1 + 3gh=c
2)hT (1 + gh=c
2)=[cT (1 + 2gh=c
2)]2 = gThT =c
2
T (18)
Therefore, all observers can determine the magnitude of the observer-based eects of accel-
eration by using their own local measurements as should be the case when both the Principle
of Relativity and the Principle of Universality hold.
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H. The metric tensor for the Accelerated Box
We now have enough information to produce a metric tensor for the accelerated box.
From the Principle of Universality and Eqs. (12) and (13), we obtain for observer T a metric
tensor such that the invariant spacetime interval is given by:5
ds2 = (1 + 2gT zT=c
2
T )dt
2 − (1− 2gT zT=c
2
T )(dx
2 + dy2 + dz2)
Also, Eq. (18) indicates that we could replace the gT , zT , and cT in this expression with gB ,
zB, and cB to obtain a dierent expression of the same metric tensor. So what matters is
not who measures g, z, and c; instead it is that they all be measured by the same observer.
This is a characteristic of physical quantities. Therefore, the invariant spacetime interval
can be represented as:
ds2 = (1 + 2g z=c2)dt2 − (1− 2g z=c2)(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) (19)
Because we have been working with approximations, Eq. (19) is itself only approximate.
However, the exact form of the metric for the accelerated box (and by extension for any
gravitational eld) can be inferred using the Lenz-Schi argument. As an observer who
is initially at rest descends via free-fall into a gravitational eld, his speed with respect to
objects at rest in the gravitational eld v can be given in terms of the Newtonian gravitational
potential  through which he has fallen. By denition, this is v = −
p
2. Therefore,
at a given Newtonian potential, the free-falling observer will nd a clock at rest in the
gravitational eld will be only
q
1 + 2=c2 as fast as his own, and that the measuring-rod
at rest at that position will be only
q
1 + 2=c2 as long as his. This produces an invariant
spacetime interval of:
ds2 = (1 + 2

=c2)dt2 − (1 + 2

=c2)−1(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) (20)
I. Applications of the metric tensor
To demonstrate that Eq. (19) contains the desired metric, we will use it and Eq. (1) to
convert the height of the box as measured by observer T into a the height to the box as
measured by observer B. If we dene z = 0 to be at observer T’s position, and observer
B to be [from Eq. (9)] at z = −hT = −h(1 − gh=2c2), then z0 = z
q
g33 = z(1 − gz=c
2) =
−h(1− gh=2c2)(1− g[−h(1− gh=2c2)]=c2)  −h(1− gh=2c2)(1 + gh=c2)  −h(1 + gh=2c2).
This is −hB from Eq. (11).
Another form of distance in PGR is the maximum directional travel distance (MDTD).
For two accelerated observers at rest with respect to each other and on a common axis x,
and a third observer traveling between them at a speed of v as measured by the traveler,
the MDTD is given by:















Another way of describing the MDTD is as the smallest number of standard measuring-
rods at rest with respect to the observers needed to bridge the gap between them, which
means that the MDTD corresponds to the MGR denition of physical distance. However,
this is not at all a valid measurement of physical distance in PGR. This is due to its being
obtained from a collage of measuring-rods of dierent lengths. The MDTD has only one
useful property in PGR: It is invariant. Therefore, even though observers B and T cannot
agree on the physical height of the box, its MDTD dimensions are agreed upon, and should
be the box’s unaccelerated dimensions.
We will now determine the z MDTD for the accelerated box. Using observer T as our base







2)dz = j−hT0 (z+gz
2=2c2) 
−h(1− gh=2c2)(1 + gh=2c2)  −h is obtained.
GENERAL RESULTS
J. Apparent Paradoxes
The measurement of the speed of light being aect by acceleration in PGR creates some
apparent paradoxes for us. For example:
 The observers may be considered as being instantaneously in an inertial frame of
reference at each instant, and inertial observers are expected to have the same c.
 The observers leave their perches in the accelerated box and go into \free fall", they
will now be in inertial frames of reference. Will they then have the same c?
 Another accelerated box is following the rst one. It must appear to the observers
in the rst box to be at a lower potential. So will an observer in that box have an
appropriately greater c?
These quandaries are resolved by treating the accelerated box as an accelerated system. This
means that the viewpoints of observers T and B are interdependent. In that light, what is it
that makes observer T’s viewpoint dierent from observer B’s if they are both in the same
state of motion at any given instant, and they are both using clocks and measuring-rods
of identical construction? The answer is that observer B’s clock and measuring-rod have a
lower gravitational energy than those used by observer T. It is postulated that atoms are
smaller and they vibrate more slowly at lower gravitational energies, thus accounting for the
eects on clocks and measuring-rods.
To show that gravitational energy is the key, let us consider the clock and measuring-
rod of an observer distant from all sources of gravitational acceleration as measured by an
observer on a planet with a highly parabolic orbit around a massive star. At apoastron, the
orbiting observer will going quite slowly and not be very deep in the gravitational eld, so
that we may ignore the relativistic eects in this state. However, at periastron, he will have
descended through a large Newtonian potential of , and have a speed of v = −
p
2 as a
result. Due to the eects of potential, an observer at rest with respect to the distant observer
at the periastron position of the orbiting observer would measure the measuring-rod of the
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distant observer as being (1 − 2

=c2)−1=2 as big as measured by the orbiting observer as
apoastron, and will also nd the clock running (1−2

=c2)−1=2 as fast. However, the orbiting
observer is in motion with respect to this xed frame, and this reduces his measurements of
the clock rate and the measuring-rod size of the distant observer by (1− 2

=c2)1=2, which
cancels out the eects of the loss of gravitational potential, and makes the measuring devices
of the distant observer appear to be of the same size at both apoastron and periastron.
On this basis, we can now state that:
 As a result of the system becoming accelerated, the various atoms came to exist at
dierent gravitational energies. As a result, the instruments used to measure c with
came to be dierent.
 When the observers leave their accelerated perches, they retain their gravitational
energies and the resulting variances in c. However, this is not the same thing as turning
o the rocket that is accelerating them. In that case their continuing to be part of the
same physically attached system would permit their energies to be reorganized again
and make c the same for them again.
 The following box either may of may not be part of the same accelerated system. If,
for example, the boxes are being propelled by separate rockets, then separate reorga-
nizations of the atomic energies in the boxes resulted. On the other hand, if there is
only a single source of acceleration for the boxes, then the reorganization of energies
occurred with respect to that single source.
From the above study, we can now look at the situation with regard to gravitational
acceleration caused by massive objects. Because of the phenomenon of graviton exchange,
the universe must be treated as a single inter-connected accelerated system. Furthermore, we
also have found that the size of a ruler and the rate of a clock are a function of gravitational
energy. Therefore, the changes in c must occur as a function of the gravitational energy of
the observer. Thus, one may expect a change during the course of a day due to changes in
potential with respect to the Sun as one gets closer to it farther away due to the rotation
of the Earth. On the other hand, changes between aphelion and perihelion are not to be
expected because the gravitational energy of the Earth does not change during its orbit.
(However, changes may be perceived as the Earth’s orbit is perturbed by the other planets
and its energy is changed as a result.)
Another consequence of this study is that a free-falling observer must retain the g
values he had at the start of his free-fall. To demonstrate the meaning of this nding, let us
place into the accelerated box an observer F who initially is at rest next to observer T and
then goes into free-fall. As observer F passes observer B, observer T will nd the clock and
measuring-rod (oriented in the direction a acceleration) of observer F to be the identical of
those of observer B. Therefore, the nding that one’s gravitational energy determines their
g values leads directly to the generalized Lorenz transformations [Eq. (1)]6. (This also
indicates that observer F’s measuring-rod will be found to be larger than that of observer
B by observer T when it is oriented perpendicular to the direction of acceleration.)
6This does not invalidate the Lenz-Schi Argument, but it does show that it is only an intermediate
step in the formulation of PGR.
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K. The deflection of light
The deflection of light in a gravitational eld has been veried, but Einstein’s explanation
for this deflection, Huyghen’s Principle, can not be used with the PLC denition. In PGR,
the deflection of light is a direct consequence of the constantly changing state of motion which
denes being accelerated. In the accelerated box, let us suppose that a photon is observed
at time t = 0 to be traveling in a direction which is perpendicular to that of \gravity" in
the box. Although the observer is being accelerated, he may also be considered as being
instantaneously in an inertial frame of reference at any given time, and the dierences
between his current observations and those made at t = 0 can be determined by applying
the Lorenz transformations for the accumulated change in speed at that time. From this,
one nds that the photon attains a −z component of velocity with respect to the accelerated
observer which increases over time. Also, the Lorenz transformations leave the speed of light
unaected. Thus one is led to the conclusion that light travels in curved paths at constant
speed in an accelerated frame of reference. Furthermore, this conclusion is arrived at without
invoking Huyghen’s Principle.
To compute the magnitude of the bending, let us suppose that the above mentioned
photon enters the accelerated box at its top, and that the box is of width w. The angle
of the deflection of light  is given by the relationship  = cz=c, where cz is the downward
velocity of light obtained as it propagates across the box, and cz  c. Therefore, in terms







where tγ = w=c.
Since c is a constant speed, one can also represent Eq. (21) as a space-based integral.
However, in making this conversion, one must consider that while
R
g dt ! v, at the same
time
R
g dx ! v2=2. Furthermore, let us also generalize Eq. (13) for all directions of









where x is the initial direction of propagation of the light and z is a direction perpendicular
to x for which the deflection is being measured.7 This is in agreement with the result
obtained from Einstein’s eld equations [4].
7It is commonly believed that Einstein showed in 1911 that this exercise will result in one getting
only 12 of the actual deflection for light. This is not that case. Because Einstein did not anticipate
the existence of static length eects, he obtained only 12 of the magnitude of the GR speed eect, and
then applied Huyghen’s Principle using that erroneous result. Afterwards, he wrote: \We might
have obtained the same result by directly considering the propagation of light in the uniformly
accelerated system K 0...". The use of the word \might" indicates that Einstein did not do this
exercise in detail, but instead only determined that it also predicts that light is deflected.
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L. The observer-based eects of potential on measured quantities
The observer-based eects of gravitational potential on the various units of measurement
are studied. To do this, we associate the values for quantities as measured8 by the accelerated
observers K and K 0 from xC9 based on the general equation:
q0 = qf
where q is a quantity as measured by observer K, q0 is that same quantity as measured by
observer K 0,  is the factor for the expansion in the measurement of length, and f is an
arbitrary factor. Also, Eq. (20) indicates that  = [(g0g−1)00]
−1=2
By denition, the measurement of lengths using measuring-rods of identical construction
is modied by the relationship:
l0 = l (23)
For clocks of identical construction, it is shown by Eq. (20) that the time eect is given by:
t0 = t−1 (24)
These fundamental observer-based eects (and the others that will be described in this
section) may be combined to create other observer-based eects using the rules for powers.
For example, speed is given by v = l=t; Therefore v0 = l0=t0 = (l=t)[1−(−1)] = v2.
For mass-energy, we run into a problem. We could use a certain amount of matter as
our standard for either mass or energy. In addition, we know that as a given quantity of
matter is lowered into a gravitational eld, that its mass-energy as measured by an observer
at a given potential is decreased by its loss of potential energy. Therefore, mass-energy M
is subject to an object-based eect of:
M0 =M+M=c2 =M(1 + =c2) M−1 (25)
If we take the rest energy in our certain amount of matter E to be a fundamental unit
of energy, then from Eq. (25) we will obtain as a fundamental observer-based eect the
relationship
8It is being assumed that time, length, mass-energy, and electrical charge are being measured with
respect to clocks, measuring-rods, masses, and charges which are of identical construction and at
rest with respect to the observer. This is done in spite of the Principle of Universality indicating
that being of identical construction is not necessarily the same as being of identical physical size.
It is conceivable that standards could be constructed which are invariant with respect to the eects
of gravitational potential on physical objects. However, since we are physical beings and what we
experience is the physical world, it is unlikely that such standards would be useful.
9One could equate observer K with observer T in the accelerated box, and observer K 0 with
observer B.
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E0 = E (26)
On the other hand, we could also take the mass of the amount of matter m to be a fundamen-
tal unit of mass. In this case, from Eq. (25) we will obtain as a fundamental observer-based
eect the relationship:
m0 = m (27)
We cannot assume both Eqs. (26) and (27). This is due to the mass-energy relationship
E = mc2. Since c varies by c0 = c2, if we take the rest energy in a given amount of matter
at the observer’s own potential to be a fundamental unit of energy, then the measured mass
of that same quantity of matter M is modied by the relationship
M 0 = M−4 (28)
On the other hand, if a quantity of matter is taken as a fundamental unit of mass, then the
measured energy associated with that amount of mass at the observer’s own potential E is
modied by the relationship
E 0 = E4 (29)
It must be noted that the relationships given in Eqs. (28) and (29) are a combination of
an observer-based eect and an object-based one. For example, if the observer-based eect
in Eq. (26) is taken to be fundamental, then for mass we will obtain the observer-based
relationship:
m0 = E0=c02 = (E=c)(1−22) = m−3 (30)
for a the measured value m0 of an absolute quantity of mass. In addition, we also have the
object-based eect on mass-energy given in Eq. (25) in eect since both the observer and
the object have been transitioned to the other potential. It is the product of Eqs. (30) and
(25) that produces Eq. (28).
Electro-magnetism creates additional problems for us. First of all, what happens to
an electrical charge as its gravitational energy is modied? If all electrons are of identical
construction, and the electrical force is mediated by photons, then the electrical flux per unit
time for the electron must be decreased when it is at rest at a lower potential. Therefore,
the electrical charge C is subject to an object-based eect of C 0 = C−1, in which case it is
also subject to a fundamental observer-based eect of:
C 0 = C (31)
Under the Principle of Universality, the electrical permeability constant 0 cannot be subject
to an object-based eect, but like c, it may be subject to an observer-based eect. At lower
potentials, Eq. (23) and the energy-fundamental eects listed in Table I indicate that a
given set of charges exert the same force on each other even though they are measured to
be farther apart. This produces an observer-based eect of 00 = 0
−2. However, Eq (31)
indicates that the measured values of the charges have also been modied, and that eect
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calls for there to be an observer-based eect of 00 = 0
2. Putting these considerations
together, we obtain an overall observer-based eect of:
00 = 0 (32)
On the other hand, since c is subject to an observer-based eect of c0 = c2 and c2 = 1=00,




Table I provides a listing of the observer-based eects for both the mass-fundamental and
the energy-fundamental cases. How observer-based eects aect the current SI standards is
discussed in Appendix C.
M. The red-shifting of light
The gravitational red-shifting of light provides us with a way of illustrating observer-
based eects and the dierences between MGR and PGR. Under both theories, the rate at
which an atom at a lower gravitational potential is observed to vibrate is less than that of
an atom at the observer’s potential, and that explains the change in frequency. However,
the two theories make dierent predictions as to how the wavelength of the light behaves.
Under MGR, an observer next to the atom at the lower potential will see the same
wavelength for the photon as would be observed if the observer and the atom were at the
higher potential. Then, as the photon \rises up" out of the gravitational eld, it loses energy,
and its wavelength increases as a result.
Under PGR, the situation changes: To an observer at the lower gravitational potential,
the atom is vibrating with its characteristic frequency, but because c is greater a longer
wavelength which is 0 = (1− 2

=c2) is observed. Now, as the light is propagated upward,
it is doing so at constant speed with respect to all observers. Because of that, its wavelength
cannot change. At rst glance, this is a problem, since it is expected to have a wavelength
of 00 = (1 −

=c2) when it is received. This is where the observer-based eect on length
comes in. Eq. (12) indicates that an observer at a higher gravitational potential will perceive
lengths as being (1+

=c2) as long as those measured by the observer at the lower potential.
So, even though the wavelength of the light is unchanged during its propagation, the observer







This exercise brings us to the conclusion that the light was already red-shifted when it
was emitted.
N. Quantum Mechanics and the Bohr Radius
Combining Quantum Mechanics (QM) and PGR results in changes being made to QM.
The basic reason for this involves the De Broglie wavelength and the way it is aected by
gravitational potential.
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Take an object at the position of observer K which he measures to have a rest mass of
m and a speed of v. This object has a momentum of p and a De Broglie wavelength  of:
 = h=p; (33)
where h is Plank’s Constant. The object is then transfered to the position of observer K 0
and is made to move with that same speed of v as measured by observer K 0. The object’s
rest mass as measured by observer K will now be given by the object-oriented relationship
m0 = m−1, and its speed as measured by observer K will then be v0 = v−2. Therefore,
the object’s momentum as measured by observer K is:
p0 = p−3: (34)
Since  is a length, we would expect it to be governed by the object-oriented relationship
0 = −1: (35)
However, Since the Principle of Universality demands that h be instantaneously the same
throughout the universe, Eqs. (33) and (34) predict that
0 = 3 (36)
which does not agree with Eq. (35).
To get the De-Broglie wavelength to come out right, it is postulated that a change in
gravitational energy aects it in such a way that
 = h−4=p (37)
To demonstrate that his must be the case, let us look at the Bohr radius of the atom. In




where me is the mass of the electron and e is the charge of the electron. Under the Principle
of Universality, 0 and h cannot change for the observer as the atom is moved to another
potential, while Eq. (25) demands that me be subject to an object-based eect of −1, and
Eq. (31) demands the e be subject to an identical object-based eect. Because of this, Eq.
(38) calls for an object-based eect of a00 = a0
3 instead of the desired a00 = a0
−1. It is
no coincidence that this is the same problem that we had with the De Broglie wavelength.
Eq. (38) is the radius at which the wavelength of the electron is exactly adequate to wrap
around a proton once, and therefore it implicitly assumes that Eq. (33) holds. Because of




The changes which produced Eq. (39) also aect the binding energy of the atom E, which
is given by E = −e2=0a0 for a Hydrogen atom in its ground state. The observer-based eects
e0 = e−1 and a00 = a0
−1 predict that E 0 = E−1. This is consistent with the nding in
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xM that the photons emitted by atoms at lower potentials were already of a lower energy
when they were emitted. We now nd that this is due to the atom itself having a lower
binding energy.
Another eect from the merger of PGR and QM involves the ne structure constant .
The expression for the ne structure constant is:
 = e2=0hc
When observing an object at another gravitational potential, PGR’s object-based eects
indicate that e will be observed to be dierent at that potential while 0; h, and c remain
constant, resulting in a ne-structure constant of 0 = −2 being observed. For an observer
next to the atom at the other potential, PGR’s observer-based eects indicate that the local
values for e; 0, and h remain the same while c is modied as indicated in Eq. (5). This
once again produces 0 = −2. For an observer at another potential measuring the ne-
structure constant 00 of our atom, the observer-based eect on charge kicks in, and a result
of 00 =  is obtained. It may be possible to astronomically conrm this prediction if the
emission lines are not too blurred by atomic motions.
MASSIVE OBJECTS
O. The Schwarzschild solution
The Schwarzschild solution is an exact external solution to the Einstein eld equa-
tions for a spherically symmetric, non-rotating, massive object (which is referred to as a
Schwarzschild object). To derive it, one starts with an equation for space-time intervals
around a Schwarzschild object which is [4]:
ds2 = A(r)dt2 − B(r)(r2 d2 + r2 sin2  d2)−C(r)dr2 (40)
where s is a spatial-temporal interval, r is the radial coordinate, t is the temporal coordinate,
 and  are spherical surface coordinates, and A(r), B(r), and C(r) are arbitrary functions.

r is used as the arguments to A, B, and C since it is invariant under a change of position
under the Principle of Universality.
Under the Principle of Uniformity and MGR, r is dened as being C=2, where C is
the circumference of a circle measured with measuring-rods of identical construction. This
denition still applies under the Principle of Universality and PGR, but in a dierent form.
Because of distances being measured trigonometrically, the measured radius of an circular
orbit (r) will be C=2, where C is the measured circumference of the same circular orbit.
For time, PGR and MGR state that the factor by which a clock at a radial distance of r
from a Schwarzschild object is slowed down with respect to the clock of a distant observer is
given by
q
A(r). Similarly, for PGR the expansion of spatial distance for that same observer





implies that B(r) = C(r), and turns Eq. (40) into:
ds2 = A(r)dt2 − B(r)(dr2 + r2 d2 + r2 sin2  d2) (41)
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To simplify the math for the Schwarzschild equation, a transformation is done on the




We must now ask what r0 is. We have dened r as being the quantity of radial distance
from the center of a Schwarzschild object of the observer, and
q
B(r) as being the factor
by which spatial measurements are increased for that observer with respect to those of a
distant observer. This indicates that r
q
B(r) is the distance from the center of mass which
an observer located at radial quantity r would measure for r. In other words, when an
observer measures his own distance from the center of a Schwarzschild object, he obtains
his own radial coordinate r0.
The transformation in Eq. (42) turns Eq. (41) into:
ds2 = A0(r0)dt2 − B0(r0)(dr2 − r2d2 − r2 sin2  d2) (43)
B0(r0) is now the square of the expansion of spatial distance for an observer at radial coordi-
nate r0. Note that dr2 has been written instead of dr02. This is because the transformation
in Eq. (43) does not aect the radial measurements made by the observer. Instead, only
the expression of the functions describing the factors used to compute the spatial-temporal
interval are aected. In PGR, doing the substitution of dr0 for dr is seen as converting the
incremental length from the units of a xed observer to the local observer’s units, thereby
making the spatial part of the equation contravariant instead of covariant.
Further steps (which are not discussed here) turn Eq. (43) into the full Schwarzschild
solution, with A0(r0) and B0(r0) determined to be:
A0(r0) = 1− 2 m=r0







M is the mass of the gravitating object, and

G is the gravitational
constant.
2 m is known as the Schwarzschild radius. As indicated by the symbolism, this is a
quantity instead of a value. In order to be able to specify a value for it, we need a frame
of reference for its measurement. For that purpose, we will operate on the basis suggested
in xB and use the value m which is obtained by an observer distant from all sources of
gravitational acceleration.
P. Relative spatial distances in the modied Schwarzschild solution
In this and the following subsections, r will refer to a radial distance as measured by an
observer distant from all sources of gravitational acceleration, r0 will be the radial distance
an observer measures for their own position, r00 will be a radial distance as measured a local
observer, and m will be 1
2
of the Schwarzschild radius as measured by a distant observer.
Let us take two observers in the vicinity of a Schwarzschild object who are measuring
the same radial distance. From Eqs. (12) and (43), we nd that distance as measured by
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(1− 2 m=r01)=(1− 2

m=r02) (44)
We now wish to determine the radial distance r measured by a distant observer for a
position which is measured locally to be at radial distance r0. In this case, we use Eq. (44)









r0(r0 − 2m) (45)




Let us now determine the radial coordinate r02 of an observer who the observer at r
0
1 nds
to be at a radial distance of r002 from the center of a Schwarzschild object. Eqs. (44) and (45)








where m0 = m=
q
1− 2m=r01 and is therefore the
1
2
of the Schwarzschild radius as measured
by the observer at r01.
We use both m and m0 in Eq. (47). This is most inelegant. To resolve this, we will dene
a locally measured radial coordinate r000 which is:
r000  m0 +
p
r002 +m02 (48)
The local observer can now determine what 1−2m=r0 is using their own measurements since






It is instructive to determine the radius of the event horizon of a black hole for an observer
at another radial position. This is obtained from Eq. (44) where r001 = r
0




(1− 2m=2m)=(1 − 2m=r02) = 0 (50)
Therefore, PGR predicts that the event horizon of a black hole has a radius of 0. So much
for having the image of an errant space traveler being forever stuck on the event horizon:
There is no place for it to t onto!
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Q. The r MDTD in the modied Schwarzschild solution
We will now determine the r MDTD between two radial coordinates r01 and r
0









We will rst modify 1=(1− 2m=r0) to r0=(r0 − 2m). Then using Eq. (46) we get:
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Using indenite integrals, we get:Z q







= m ln(r) +
p





r2 +m2 +m ln(r2=(m +
p
r2 +m2))
We now use Eqs. (45) and (46) to represent this solution in term of r0:
p
r2 +m2 +m ln (r2=(m+
p




1=(1− 2m=r0) dr = r02 − r
0




1 − 2m)) (51)
At radial coordinates r0  2m, Eq. (51) reduces to r02−r
0
1, which is normal for unacceler-
ated frames of reference. But as one approaches r0 = 2m, the term m ln ((r02−2m)=(r
0
1−2m))
comes to dominate. This term has a peculiar eect: To travel from a radial coordinate of
r01 = 2m+a to r
0
2 = 2m+a=2, one must travel for a distance of at least m ln(1=2) = −:693m.
Furthermore this applies to every decrease of the dierence between one’s radial coordinate
and 2m by 1
2
. This called the Achilles Eect, because it is reminiscent of Zeno’s Paradox.
R. Gravitational Collapse and Black Holes
We are now ready to deal with the issue of black holes in PGR. We already know from
Eq. (50) that the size of a black hole is 0 as seen from any other frame of reference; and from
Eq. (51) that it requires an innite number of measuring-rods to bridge the gap between
one’s position at r0 > 2m and the event horizon at r0 = 2m. This leads to the conclusion that
the black hole itself is unreachable in PGR. However, the possibility of innite gravitational
collapse still exists. We will now show that PGR does not permit that.
Let us take the case of a massive object which is a hollow sphere of innitesimal thickness.
In this case, all of the object’s mass is at the same radial coordinate r0. Eq. (25) tells us
that after an object with an initial rest mass of M falls though a potential of , its nal






r0=(r0 − 2m) (52)
The potential energy of self-gravitation is a function of the radius of the object and the
square of its mass. This results in the quantity for the potential energy of self-gravitation
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r0(r0 − 2 m)








r0 − 2 m
r03
(53)
There are two situations where Eq. (55) goes to 0: At r0 = 1 due to 1 being the
denominator, and r0 = 2m due to the numerator going to 0. (The case of r0 =1 represents
the mass being spread out across the whole universe, while the case of r0 = 2m represents
the matter in the object as having lost all of its rest mass.) In that case, there must be























= 0; r0 = 3m (54)
So at r0 = 3m, an object’s potential energy of self-gravitation is at its minimal value. A
radial coordinate of r0 = 3m corresponds to a Newtonian potential of  = −c2=3. This
means that an object which is too massive to be stabilized by quantum electrostatic forces
will be stabilized by gravity in such a way that its mass exists as an average Newtonian
potential of  = −c2=3.
It is fair to note that a collapsing object will retain its kinetic energy of collapse, and may
therefore collapse to a Newtonian potential of  < −c2=3. In this case, the Achilles eect
comes into play to halt the collapse. As one approaches the limiting potential of  = −c2=2,
the locally measured radius of the object will become almost constant at something slightly
greater than 2m, but the eective depth of the object (which is obtained using the r MDTD)
will begin to increase dramatically. The result is a large increase in the eective volume
at a given potential. The collapsing object will therefore begin to spread out within that
volume. Eventually, the increase in volume will allow quantum electrostatic forces to reassert
themselves. Once those forces stop the collapse, the hyperstar will now nd that it can go to
a lower self-gravitational potential energy be expanding to a larger size, and it will rebound.
The kinetic energy will then be in place again, but it will be sending the object’s mass
outward instead of inward. The object may then oscillate, but will be losing energy as
it does so. Once enough energy is lost, it will settle into a stable state with an average
Newtonian potential of  = −c2=3.
S. Hyperstars
If blacks holes cannot form, then what is a gravitationally collapsed object like? First of
all, it cannot collapse to having its surface at a radial coordinate of r0 < 3m. If the lowest self-
potential energy of a stable object occurs at r0 = 3m, then the mass of a fully gravitationally
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collapsed object to will be evenly distributed around the corresponding potential of  = c2=3
and the surface of an object to always be at r0 > 3m.
This observation leads to the possibility that millisecond pulsars are neutron stars whose
collapse is not limited by relativistic eects. Since the Schwarzschild radius increases as a
function of mass, while volume increases with the cube of an object’s radius, the average
density of a gravitationally collapsed mass decreases as mass increases. So millisecond pulsars
must be lighter and therefore able to collapse further. More \normal" pulsars may therefore
be stabilized by relativistic gravitational eects.
What if an object of 50 million solar masses collapsed on itself? Such an object would
have a Schwarzschild radius of approximately 1 A.U., and a physical radius of > 1.5 A.U.
Its average density would be comparable to that of the Sun, and it could be expected to
burn hydrogen like a star. However, unlike a normal star, the lowest potential energy (and
therefore the greatest pressure) would not exist in its center, but instead in a shell which is
part way out from it. It is in that shell that nuclear synthesis would occur, and that means
that it would be occurring in a much bigger volume than is the case for a normal star. This
referred to a hyper-massive star-like object, or hyperstar.
An object of 2 - 3 billion solar masses is believed to exist in the center of the galaxy M87
[9]. Pictures from the Hubble Space Telescope show a bright object surrounded by clouds
of gaseous material. According to PGR, the bright object in the center is a hyperstar. Such
an object has a Schwarzschild radius of 40 - 60 A.U., and a physical radius > 60 A.U. Since
a hyperstar generates a tremendous amount of energy, it must create a hyperstellar wind of
material being pushed out from it. The material surrounding the object therefore has been
emitted from the object and is not yet able to condense into stars due to the tidal eects
of the hyperstar, instead of being the remains of stars which have been torn apart by the
central object and are being pulled in. Another hyperstar candidate, an object of 1,000,000
solar masses, exists in the center of the Milky Way.
What if a cloud the size of a galaxy collapsed in on itself? Such an object would contain
5 - 50 billion solar masses. In that case, I expect that a hyperstar would once again be the
result. Its Schwarzschild radius would be 100 - 1000 A.U. The result would be a tremendously
bright and compact object generating very large amounts of energy. This sounds very much
like a quasar.
What about objects in the range of between 5 solar masses and 1 million solar masses?
These are not be as energetic but could still have some quasar-like characteristics. An
example may be an object in the constellation Aquila named GRS 1915+105. It was recently
observed to emit a couple of jets of material in opposite directions much like a quasar [10].
This may be a collapsed object whose mass is in the range of 10 - 1000 solar masses. In any
case, all such objects would be dened by their being most active in a shell surrounding the
center of object instead of the center itself.
This investigation leads to the following theory of galaxy formation: Early on in the
history of the Universe, matter came to exist in great sheets and tubes of material. As these
sheets and tubes contracted under their own self-gravitation, they broke up into super-cluster
sized chunks. Those proto-superclusters then broke apart themselves into smaller and smaller
units. Finally, galaxy-sized units formed which underwent runaway gravitational collapse.
As a result of that collapse, the material in the core of the object come under enough pressure
to ignite and burn hydrogen like a star. The resulting hyperstar is a naked quasar.
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As noted above, a hyperstar generates a hyperstellar wind. The material pushed out
from the hyperstar by this hyperstellar wind settles into the plane of the quasar/hyperstar’s
rotation, and forms a spiral galaxy. As the galaxy comes to be fully developed, it blocks the
outpouring of material from the hyperstar. This results in the formation of the central bulge
of the galaxy. Because of the outpouring of material, the hyperstar is constantly losing mass
and therefore intensity. Once the galaxy if fully formed, most of the galaxy’s mass has been
ejected from the hyperstar. This results in the hyperstar becoming obscured by the galaxy
which it spawned.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to construct a general theory
of relativity based on the Principle of Universality instead of the Principle of Uniformity. In
the process, it has been shown that if PGR is true:
 c varies as a function of gravitational potential.
 One must use the Generalized Lorenz Transformations to convert the physical measure-
ments of distance from one observer’s frame of reference to that of another observer.
 The main predictions of Einstein’s MGR are preserved.
 The singularities of the Schwarzschild solution are rendered unreachable.
 Gravitational collapse may be expected to produce hyperstars instead of black holes.
At the same time, there are also many questions left to answer, such as:
 Can subatomic particles be treated as \raw matter" which is stabilized at a gravita-
tional potential of −c2=3 or as close to it QM will allow?
 Can a workable theory of quantum gravity be created using the Principle of Univer-
sality?
 What are the detailed astrophysics of hyperstars?
 What becomes of the Big Bang singularity? How is it reinterpreted in PGR, or does
is even need reinterpretation?
APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTATION AND OBSERVATION WITH PGR
1. PGR’s Consistency with existing experimental evidence
With regards to existing experiments and observations, PGR and MGR produce identical
results, due to the preservation of Einstein’s eld equations. For example:
 The deflection of light, as measured photographically and by radio measurements of
occultations of the quasar 3C279: PGR predicts the same amounts for the deflection
of light, as shown in xK
 Relativistic time dilation, measured using atomic clocks on aircraft and rockets: This
eect is retained as-is in PGR.
 The red-shifting of light, measured for light coming from the Sun and certain stars,
and also veried using the Mossbaur eect: Both PGR and MGR predict the same
values for the red-shifting of light, although the theories dier on how the red-shifted
wavelength comes to be observed as detailed in xM.
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 The precession of the perihelion of an orbit, as observer for the planet Mercury and of
the binary pulsar PSR 1913+16: These eects are obtained directly from Einstein’s
eld equations, and as such are not aected by the dierences between MGR and
PGR.
 Radar ranging in the Solar System: Under PGR, the results are interpreted as repre-
senting an expansion of space caused by the presence of the Sun instead of a decrease
in the rate of the propagation of light. Thus the light is traveling a longer distance at
constant speed, and the \delay" expected remains the same.
2. Experiments that may test PGR
In spite of the inability of existing experiments to discriminate between MGR and PGR,
a variation of the Michaelson-Morely experiment can. Take a laser beam, split it, send its
parts down two paths of substantially dierent length and then recombine them, producing
an interference pattern. MGR predicts that the speed of light as measured at the experiment
will be unaected by these changes, which means that the interference pattern will be
unaected. PGR predicts that those eects will cause in the speed of light as measured at
the experiment to change, and that the relative phases of the light coming in from the two
paths to change and the interference pattern to be modied as the experiment is moved.
The eects being search for are quite small, amounting to 1 part in 1013 for a change of
1 kilometer in the elevation of the experiment. The experiment will therefore need to be
quite sensitive. Even so, it should be possible to detect the PGR eects if PGR is indeed
physically correct.
The prediction that the shortening of a measuring-rod can be directly observed (as
described in xF) gives us another way of testing PGR. Take two measuring-rods of identical
construction which are at dierent gravitational potentials, and have an observer compare
the time it takes for light to propagate along the lengths of the measuring-rods. Under
MGR, light will take more time to traverse the length of the measuring-rod at the lower
potential, while under PGR it will take more time to traverse the measuring-rod at the
higher potential. One warning however: If the current SI standard is used to construct the
measuring-rods at the potentials at which they are to be measured, PGR predicts that MGR
will appear to be conrmed. This is because PGR predicts that measuring-rods produced
under the SI standard at dierent potentials will be of dierent construction (as described
in Appendix C). This observation produces yet another test of PGR: Whether measuring-
rods produced at dierent potentials under the current standard are found to be of dierent
lengths when they are placed side-by-side.
Another option is the precise and continuous measurement of the time it takes for light
to go back and forth in an evacuated tube, thereby directly measuring c, and detecting
variations in it caused by changes in the experiment’s gravitational energy.
3. Additional evidence for the existence of hyperstars
Additional evidence for the existence of hyperstars comes from current observations of
galaxies and quasars. In MGR, quasars are considered to be the accretion disks of super-
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massive galaxies which are collapsing into a back hole. This view gets some support from
the nding that many quasars are accompanied by galaxies. However, for the most distant
quasars (whose light was emitted when the universe was young) observed by the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST), these galaxies were either quite small or not found [11]. In addition,
quasars are known to be much more common in the early universe [12], while for more recent
times one nds more in the way of active galaxies, which are believed to have quasar-like
cores, prompting some researchers to consider these as being quasar remnants [13]. This
creates the impression that quasars are the progenitors of galaxies instead of the other way
around, which implies that they emit matter instead of absorbing it as a black hole would
do. In addition, quasars and the quasar-like central objects of galaxies are known to be
relatively small objects, and the central objects of some galaxies have been shown to have
masses as large as 10 billion solar masses [9,14]. These observations can be interpreted as
indicating that quasars and the central objects of galaxies may represent some condition
whereby runaway gravitational collapse fails to form a black hole.
The hyperstar model also explains why there are more spiral galaxies in the early universe
[15]: Those are created in the rotational plane of the hyperstar, and later may evolve into
elliptical and irregular forms. Another piece of evidence is the recent discovery of carbon
in the early universe [16]. This may be material formed inside the hyperstar and brought
to its surface by the same violent processes which create the jets of material emitted by the
quasars. This material is then emitted into the host galaxy as part of the jets and/or the
hyperstellar wind.
APPENDIX B: THE EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE ACCELERATED BOX
The exact equation for the distance traveled by a photon moving from observer T to
observer B as seen by the outside observer O is given by hd = h − d, where d = gt2=2 and
t = hd=c. This can be represented as −(g=2c2)hd
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(B1)
Similarly, for a photon moving from observer B to observer T, the distance traveled is
observed to be hu = h + d, where d = gt2=2, and t = hu=c. This can be represented as
(g=2c2)hu



















1 + 2gh=c2 − 1
(B3)
A couple of features of this solution are worthy of note: One is that it cannot describe
relative distances over an observed distance which is greater than h = g=2c2. This is due
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to a photon emitted by observer B never getting to observer T. So in the accelerated box,
you can see downward no more that g=2c2.
The second interesting feature is that at the downward \horizon", the factor describing
the observed change in spatial and temporal lengths is not 1. Instead it is 1=(
p
2− 1) 
2:414. This is actually sensible since there is no upper horizon. So looking upward, one
can see farther than g=2c2, and therefore can see portions of the box where the dierence
in spatial and temporal measurements dier by more than a factor of 2.414 from one’s own.
This feature also distinguishes event horizon for the accelerated box from that of a black
hole: That which is behind the horizon for the accelerated box is obviously as extension of
the same real spacetime through which the box is being accelerated, while for a black hole
it is an imaginary spacetime that would exist behind its event horizon.
APPENDIX C: A COMMENTARY ON THE EXISTING INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS FOR MEASUREMENTS
The SI standards for physical measurements are profoundly aected by PGR. This is
because they assume c0 = c, which xC and xE show to be untrue under PGR. The SI
denition for time (a second being 9 192 631 770 periods of the light emitted by a cesium-
133 atom as it transitions between the hyperne levels of its ground state) is ne since it is
unaected by c. On the other hand, the standard for length (A meter being the distance
traveled by light in 1/299 798 458 seconds), cannot be maintained in PGR because directly
refers to c. PGR predicts that measuring-rods based on this standard will not be of identical
construction. Also, the old denition for the meter (based on the wavelength of light from
a Krypton lamp) is no better due to the eects on wavelengths described in xM.
Under PGR, a physical standard for length must be based directly on physical distance.
An example is the separation of atoms along one face of a perfect crystalline lattice.
The standard for mass, the weight of a standard block of matter, is ne. The only
question, raised by xL, is whether this should be considered to be a standard unit of mass
or energy. Since table I shows that the measurement of force, momentum, and 0 are uniform
when energy is taken to be fundamental, it is advised that the standard mass be treated as
a unit of energy.
The one problem with using energy-fundamental standards is that is invalidates the
existing SI standards for electromagnetism, while that does not happen if mass-fundamental
standards are used. Currently, the Ampere is dened as the amount current which when sent
through two parallel wires creates a force of 210−7 Newtons/meter of wire length between
them; and the Coulomb is 1 Ampere-second. It turns out that length eects do not aect
the measurement of the Ampere, since a change in the measured separation of the wires is
oset by the corresponding change in the measurement of the lengths of the wires. However,
since electrical charge of the electron is diminished at lower potentials (the object-oriented
eect e0 = e−1), more electrons are needed to create the same current. Furthermore, since
the second corresponds to a larger absolute time at lower potentials (the object-oriented
eect t0 = t), the number of electrons needed to create a charge of 1 Coulomb n will be
subject to an observer-based eect of n0 = n2.
On the other hand, since the measurement of force is modied by mass-fundamental
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standards, the current in the Ampere is appropriately diminished to make the Coulomb
correspond to a given number of electrons, which is the type of standard used in this article.
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TABLES
TABLE I. The observer-based eects of potential on measured quantities, based on the general
relationship q0 = qf .
Observer-based Eects
Quantity Unitsa Mass Energy
Fundamental Fundamental
Speed d=t v0 = v2 v0 = v2
Acceleration d=t2 a0 = a3 a0 = a3
Mass m m0 = m m0 = m−3
Force md=t2 F 0 = F4 F 0 = F
Momentum md=t p0 = p3 p0 = p−1
Energy md2=t2 E 0 = E5 E 0 = E
Angular Momentum md2=t o0 = o4 o0 = o
Gravitational Constant d3=mt2 G0 = G4 G0 = G8
Gravitational Potential d2=t2 0 = 4 0 = 4
Current C=t J = J2 J = J2
Electrical Permeability C2t2=md3 00 = 0
−4 00 = 0




ad = Distance, t = Time, m = Mass, C = Charge
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